Evidence:
- Many of those who rose to power claimed to have some sort of divine affiliation.
- It also appears that there were people with certain religious responsibilities.
- The people in each community had a lot of respect and did a lot of worshipping of the higher powers, because they believed that they had influence on what happened with their agriculture.

SCIENTIFIC/TECHNOLOGICAL
Statement: The creation of agriculture greatly changed and influenced things that were invented to control the world around everyone and also things that people studied.

Evidence:
- People needed places to store the grain so they invented basket making and pottery.
- Also from this need stemmed the creation of the potter’s wheel for better and faster pottery.
- Agriculture also influenced people to study the weather and flooding.
- The creation of metal tools, such as metal hoes and metal weapons, made out of copper and later bronze was another invention that came once people settled.

SUMMARY: Overall the Neolithic Revolution led to people settling down in one place and the population increasing, also allowing major changes in food source and jobs, including job specialization. Government and religion sprout up intermingled with many of the reasons government decisions and structure being religious and also starting to worship gods. With the extra time and permanent housing situation people were really able to express their creativity through the arts. Finally in the midst of all this change there were many tools invented to help control the world around them.